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What is “Innovation Procurement”? 
Terms floating around: 

• Public procurement of/for Innovation (PPI) 
 
• Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP)  
 
• Innovation-Friendly Public Procurement 
 
• Forward Commitment Procurement 
 
• Regular  Public Procurement 
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WE HAVE TO KNOW WHAT WE ARE 

TALKING ABOUT: 
  

 For measurement, 

 For creation of procurement rules, and   

 To be able to practice innovation policy 

 

= conceptual clarity is a necessity! 
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Definition of PPI 

Public Procurement for Innovation (PPI) occurs when a 
public organization places an order for the fulfillment of 
certain functions within a reasonable period of time 
(through a new product). 

 

The ultimate purpose (objective, rationale) of PPI is not 
primarily to enhance the development of product 
innovations, but to target functions that:  

 

•  satisfy human needs, and/or 

•  solve societal problems 
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Characteristics of PPI 

 
• Innovation is a pre-condition for delivery of the product. 
 
• PPI is a demand-side policy instrument in relation to 

innovation. 
 
• PPI must not be confused with ordinary – ‘off-the-shelf’ 

regular procurement . 
 

• 19.4 % of GDP in EU 15 was public procurement in 2009 = 
2.3 trillion Euros – but most was regular. 
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PPI Taxonomy (1) 

First dimension: User of the resulting product: 
 
• Direct PPI – when the procuring organization is 

also the end-user of the product; using its own 
demand or need to induce innovation. (Problems 
inside.) 

 
• Catalytic PPI – when the procuring organization 

serves as a catalyst, coordinator and technical 
resource for the benefit of the end-users. The 
procurer is not the end-user. (Problems outside.) 
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Catalytic PPI 

 

• In such cases, public agencies appear as the 
buyer, but the real market penetration is, 
later, achieved by subsequent demand. 

 

• Catalytic PPI has large potential, but requires 
additional organizational skills and efforts, e.g. 
the coordination of public agencies and 
innovator-suppliers with end-users. 
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PPI Taxonomy (2): 

Second dimension: Character of the result: 

 

• Adaptive PPI = incremental innovation 
(diffusion oriented, absorption oriented). 

 

• Developmental PPI = radical innovation 
(creation oriented, new-to-the-world 
products). 
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PPI Taxonomy (3) 

 

Third dimension: degree of cooperation and 
interactive learning in the PPI process 
 
• Cooperation to some degree is present in all PPI - it is actually an example 

of interactive learning between organizations, i.e. between procurers and 
suppliers. 

 
• That PPI is a cooperative instrument is compatible with modern 

innovation theory (systems of innovation, open innovation, etc) 
emphasizing interactive learning between organizations and networking 
as major sources of innovation. 

 
• Cooperation may concern the whole process or only some stages – with 

more competition in other stages. 
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PCP is not Innovation Procurement 

• Pre-commercial Procurement (PCP) is often called innovation 
procurement and receives large attention in many countries and by 
the European Commission. 

 
• But PCP concerns procurement of (expected) research results - in 

an extremely targetted way. The development of new products is 
not a part of PCP as such. Neither is a buyer of a product. 

 
• PCP is a matter of R&D funding, i.e. a supply-side policy instrument 

in relation to innovation. (It may constitute an R&D phaze before 
reaching product development/commercialization.) 

 
• Commercialisation rests on the shoulders of the company. 
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PCP-like initiatives: 

• The US DARPA and DoD ex-ante financing of 
company R&D (e.g. fighter aircraft). 

• The US SBIR program aims to generate 
multiple R&D-based knowledge outputs. 

• Although PCP is not innovation procurement, 
it might influence innovative processes – just 
like other kinds of R&D. 

• PCP may be supplemented by regular 
procurement – see cases in articles listed later. 
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Result: A Taxonomy of “Innovation” 
Procurement: 

• PPI 

 Users: Direct or catalytic PPI 

 Result: Adaptive or developmental PPI 

 PPI classified as degree of cooperation 

• PCP 

• Innovation-friendly Procurement 

• Forward Commitment Procurement 

• (Regular Procurement) 
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Measurement of Direct consequences 
of “X” for innovation (or R&D) output  

 

• “X” are different things: PPI (of various kinds), PCP, regular procurement 
etc. 

 
• PPI or PCP are determinants of innovations – among other determinants 

of innovation. Make distinction between procurement efforts and 
resulting innovations! 

 
• There is uncertainty: Success or failure of “X” influences innovation 

output! 
 
• A major effort to improve the measurement of innovation output is 

needed! (Not only as a consequence of PPI/PCP, but of all determinants of 
innovation.) OECD is the natural agency to do this! 

 
• How? Further conceptual work! Case studies – see articles! 
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A Detour: Important Activities in 
Innovation Systems: 

1.  R&D 
2.  Education and training 
3.  Formation of new product markets 
4.  Articulation of quality requirements 
5.  Creation and changing organizations 
6.  Interactive learning 
7.  Creating and changing institutions 
8.  Incubation 
9.  Financing of innovation processes 
10.Consultancy services  
(Source: Edquist chapter in Oxford Handbook of Innovation, 2005) 
 

These activities are the hypothetical determinants of the development and the 
diffusion of innovations. Together, they may be said to define an innovation system. 
 
In practice, innovation policy is public intervention with regard to all the ten activities. 
Demand-side is 3 and 4.  
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2. Measurement of consequences of 
procurement-induced innovation: 

 
  

 
 

• Mitigation of Grand Challenges 
• Market creation 
• Growth 
• Employment 
• Etc, etc 

 
These should also be measured! 

 
This is actually what politicians are interested in as ultimate 
policy objectives! 
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A detour: Objectives of Innovation 
Policy 

• The ultimate objectives of innovation policy are 
politically determined.  

• They can be economic, military, environmental, social, 
related to health, etc. 

• But they have to be ’translated’ into direct objectives, 
i.e. into innovation terms = self-evident but rarely 
done. 

• An direct innovation policy problem is a low 
performance (output) of the innovation system = a low 
innovation intensity for a certain category of 
innovations for which the direct objective is a high 
intensity. 
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Sweden has an interesting history of PPI: 

• High voltage electricity systems (400 000 volts) - ASEA/ABB 
• The first electronic switch for fixed telephony - Ericsson 
• Defense material, e.g. aircraft (JAS-Gripen) – SAAB Aerospace 
• Rapid train system: X2000 - ABB 
• The Gamma Knife – Electa 
 
In these cases the procurer was the first end-user of the products or 
systems. The own demand of the user is an instrument  to influence or 
induce innovations = direct PPI. 
 
There are also examples of catalytic PPI: refrigerators, etc. (See 
articles.) 
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Effects of PPI-induced innovations 

• PPI can influence the rate (‘number’, ‘speed’ and ‘importance’) AS WELL 
AS the direction of innovation processes: it can shape innovation, i.e. 
create new innovation trajectories. 

 
• PPI can forcefully be used to solve problems and satisfy needs related to 

the environment, climate, energy, urban development, health, transports, 
defense, etc = PPI has a large potential as a part of mission-oriented 
policies to mitigate Grand Challenges. (Climate negotiations have stalled – 
innovations are needed!) 

 
• This is related to the objectives of innovation policies. 
 
• In Sweden PPI also led to a major consolidation of the supplying firms 

(e.g. Ericsson, ASEA/ABB) = very large ‘unintended’ effects on 
competitiveness, growth and employment! Must also be measured. 
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3. Mix of policy instruments: 

• PCP and regular procurement can be 
combined – see articles). 

• PPI and PCP (targeted R&D funding) may 
supplement each other as parts of a policy 
mix, but they should not be mixed up! 

• All three may be combined with other 
innovation policy instruments. 

• For example, combine with subsisidies to 
users of solar cells to increase the market. 
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The practice of innovation 
procurement - opportunities  

• This might include the creation of very large 
PPI and PCP projects of similar size and 
significance as: 
– The Manhattan project 

– The ”Man on the moon” project 

– Large defence ”PCP” funding like in the US 

– Hosting the Olympic Games 

– The projects leading to the consolidation of 
Ericsson and ABB (somewhat smaller, but with 
very large consequences) 
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The practice of innovation 
procurement - Challenges:  

• Translate problems/needs into demand through 
functional specification – very demanding; must 
not specify too much! (E.g.: X2000!) 

• Which kind of instrument is best for what? 
– PPI (direct, catalytic, etc) 
– PCP 
– Regular 

• Who (EU, countries, regions) can best do what 
kind of procurement? 

• The selectivity and powerfulness of PPI/PCP 
must be handled. 
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The speech was based on: 

• Edquist, Charles, Hommen, Leif and Tsipouri, Lena (ed.) (2000) ‘Public Technology 
Procurement and Innovation’ Kluwer Academic Publishers, 322 pp.  

• Edquist, Charles (2011) ‘Design of Innovation Policy through diagnostic analysis: 
Identification of Systemic Problems (or Failures)’, Industrial and Corporate 
Change, November 2011. 

• Edquist, C. and J. M. Zabala Iturriagagoitia. (2012)  ‘Public procurement for 
Innovation (PPI) as Mission-oriented Innovation Policy’, Research Policy October 
2012. (Includes cases.) 

• Edquist, C. and J. M. Zabala Iturriagagoitia. (2012) “Why Pre-Commercial 
Procurement is not Innovation Procurement”, not published.  (Includes cases.) 

 

• Available at home page:               http://charlesedquist.com 
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